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Abstract:                 Many of us, before Covid, visited or worked in buildings that have a green 

certification. Some of the green certification strategies are quite obvious, 
while others are not visible at all – a green wall is obvious while water 
reuse may not be. Most green certifications are focused on the building, 
which is important, but human well-being, especially post Covid, is now 
equally important, if not more important. Introducing students to the 
application of green strategies and human well-being concepts through 
the design process is a natural fit for those who will shortly be on design 
teams creating the next interior environments. An introduction to green 
certifications and human well-being strategies provided the foundation for 
the assignment. An in-class interactive activity of images of sustainable 
building interiors provided a hands-on approach to possible methods of 
demonstrating the strategies and concepts. With a familiar base of green 
strategies and human well-being concepts students have the tools and 
methods to develop healthy and sustainable interior environments that 
they themselves would want to spend time in. 

  
Learning Objectives: Awareness of human well-being concerns in the built environment 

Application of green certification strategies to the design process 
Application of WELL concepts to the design process 

 
Criteria:  Depending on the green certification, strategies that could be evidenced 

include: Site–transportation, water, air Community–accessibility, universal 
design, health promotion Indoor Environment–comfort, air quality, smoke-
free Light–daylight, views, glare Sound–level, absorption, barriers Water–
reduction, drinking promotion, quality, waste Food–healthy, labels, 
serving size Activity–movement thru design, alternate commute, 
ergonomics Finishes–low VOC, life cycle, Red List, waste management. 

 
Process: A Sustainability class worked with their studio to integrate green 

certification strategies and well being concepts into their designs. A prior 
assignment in the Sustainability class introduced BREEAM, Green 
Globes, Living Building Challenge, LEED, and International WELL 
Building Institute along with their respective strategies and concepts. 



Materials developed for the studio class became tools for experimenting 
with green strategies and well being concepts. Site maps explored 
proximity to public transportation, WalkScore. Sketches explored daylight 
and view integration, fitness – stairs before elevators, green walls – 
sound absorption, air purifying – direct source exhaust, water – reduction, 
drinking promotion, and other. Design development provided 
opportunities for exploring ergonomics – adjustable furniture, fitness – 
treadmill, sit/stand desks, finishes – low VOC, Red List, sound – 
absorbing finishes, more. The final materials were scanned and 
organized in a presentation. 

 
Presentation Method:  

 Students in a Sustainability class were introduced to four green 
certification programs (BREEAM, Green Globes, Living Building 
Challenge and LEED) and the concepts of the International WELL 
Building Institute. Following this students participated in an interactive in-
class activity where images of green strategies and human well-being 
concepts in interior environment were evaluated. Students were tasked 
with drawing/writing over a specific strategy and/or concept on an image 
and identifying the green certification strategy and/or WELL concept. The 
images showed the obvious strategies/concepts, but this activity pushed 
students to think beyond what the images showed to strategies that were 
not clearly evident in the images. After these foundation steps were 
complete, the assignment Application of Green Certification strategies 
and WELL concepts was introduced. 

 
Evaluation: The assignment is evaluated on the following: Are the strategies and 

concepts incorporated into the design process? Do the strategies and 
concepts match what is being shown and described? Is terminology used 
correctly? Are the strategies and concepts identified and used correctly? 
Are the strategies and concepts applicable to the project type? Are the 
images correctly identified? Are all strategies and concepts identified? Is 
the graphic presentation clear in presenting the information? Is/are all 
work and images cited? 

 
Credits: N/A 
 
References: Building Research Establishment, BREEAM, on their website  

BREEAM: the world’s leading sustainability assessment method for 
masterplanning projects, infrastructure and buildings 
Green Globes, The Green Building Initiative, free download on Green 
Globes website https://www.thegbi.org/green-globes-certification/ 
International Living Future Institute, https://living-future.org/lbc/ 
International WELL Building Institute 

 

Documentation: Attached 
 

https://www.breeam.com/
https://www.breeam.com/
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 Application of Green Certification Strategies and Human Well-being Concepts to a Studio project 

 Integrating sustainable strategies and WELL concepts into the design process are most successful during the 
early phases of the Design process; Research/Programming, Schematic Design, and Design Development. 
They appear seamlessly integrated into the design rather than an added on after-thought. 

Using your current studio project and the sketches/drawings/other that are being developed throughout the early 
design phases, illustrate (graphically, text, or a combination) the integration of both WELL concepts and green 
certification strategies from one green certification. You may choose to use the green certification from your 
earlier group projects since those may be most familiar to you. Identify the green certification selected. 

 
The WELL concepts and green certification strategies can be explored using overlays of your studio drawings.  
Once the successful green strategies and WELL concepts are realized revised your drawings to reflect that. 
Scan all of the completed documents and organize them into either a slide presentation, video, or other.  If 
allied disciplines should be part of the sustainability and/or human well-being strategy or concept, include that 
discipline with the description/label.  
 
Submit the final in electronic format to Bb, Discussions. This project should be based on work for your studio 
class project, just taking it several steps further by demonstrating WELL concepts and green strategies 
integrated into the project. The range of WELL concepts and green strategies evidenced should be 
minimum 10-25. 

 
Suggestions of categories and items that could be evidenced: 
Site location – proximity to transportation, outdoor sounds, outdoor vegetation, water management, sun 
orientation, air currents, etc. 
Community – health and wellness, accessibility, universal design, health promotion, etc. 
Indoor Environment – thermal comfort, air quality, smoke-free, indoor air quality, etc. 
Indoor Light – daylight, views, light levels, etc. 
Indoor Sound – adjacency sound level, sound absorption 
Water – reduced usage –fixtures, accessories, promotion of drinking, good quality water, waste water, etc. 
Food – promotion of healthy food choices, nutrition label awareness, serving sizes, etc. 
Indoor and Outdoor Activity – promote movement through design, promote walking or alternate commute, 
ergonomics, etc. 
Indoor Materials – low VOCs, recycling, life cycle impact reduction, waste management, etc. 
 
Grade rubric                Needs further   Basic skills  Advanced  

  development     achieved                proficiency 
      

Concepts and strategies incorporated through the design process              �            �          �          �             �  
Do the concepts and strategies match what is being shown? Correct terminology?           �            �          �          �             � 
Are the concepts and strategies identified and used correctly? Allied professional?           �            �          �          �             �  
Strength of the concept and strategy for the project type                        �            �          �          �             �   
Are all image types correctly identified?                         �            �          �          �             � 
Concepts and strategies identified                            �            �          �          �             � 
Graphic presentation                  �            �          �          �             �   
Work cited                   �            �          �          �             �  
                  

Advanced proficiency grade range A- to A 
Basic skills achieved grade range B- to B+ 
Needs further development grade range C- to C+ 
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 Application of Green Certification Strategies and WELL Concepts to a Studio project 

 
Grade rubric                Needs further   Basic skills  Advanced  

  development     achieved                proficiency 
      

Concepts and strategies incorporated through the design process              �            �          �          �             �  
Do the concepts and strategies match what is being shown? Correct terminology?           �            �          �          �             � 
Are the concepts and strategies identified and used correctly? Allied professional?           �            �          �          �             �  
Strength of the concept and strategy for the project type                        �            �          �          �             �   
Are all image types correctly identified?                         �            �          �          �             � 
Concepts and strategies identified                            �            �          �          �             � 
Graphic presentation                  �            �          �          �             �   
Work cited                   �            �          �          �             �  
                  

Advanced proficiency grade range A- to A 
Basic skills achieved grade range B- to B+ 
Needs further development grade range C- to C+ 
 
Comments: 
 



SUSTAINABLE DESIGN: 
Application of Living Building Challenge Strategies and Well 

Building Institute Concepts to a Boutique Hotel in Florence, Italy



OVERVIEW OF CERTIFICATIONS

The goal of the International Well Building Institute’s 
WELL Certification (V2) is to enhance the physical 

and psychological health and well-being of users of 
a space through 10 strategies, including air, water, 
nourishment, light, movement, thermal comfort, 

sound, materials, mind, and community. 

WELL Certification (v2)
The goal of the Living Building Challenge is to create 

“living buildings” that incorporate regenerative design 
solutions that improve the local environment rather 

than simply reducing harm through 7 broad strategies, 
including place, water, energy, health and happiness, 

materials, equity, and beauty.

Living Building Challenge



OVERVIEW OF SPACES & APPLICATION OF WELL FEATURES
Many of the WELL building features can be incorprated into nearly all of the spaces in the hotel. However, there are some key spaces that could benefit 
from a particular focus on some of the WELL strategies. For example, it would be important to focus on sound levels in areas that can get noisy or need 
to be quiet, including the lobby, restaurant, and guest rooms. It would be wise to focus on light in areas where guests spend a lot of time and light can 
be used to support natural circadian rhythms, including the lobby, guest rooms, and staff offices. This thinking is done during the very early schematic 
design so that further design can support these features or compensate for them when it is not possible to implement them as planned.



BUILDING ORIENTATION
EAST: this side of the building has a very large facade 
that will get a lot of direct morning light and indirect 
afternoon/evening light. This is a great spot to place 
spaces that will be utilized by many people in the 
morning hours, including the coffee shop and the guest 
sleeping rooms
SOUTH: the south side of the building has a facade that 
would be a great place to incorporate solar panels to 
generate renewable energy. This side of the building 
is also going to get the most natural light throughout 
the day so it is a good place to put the most heavily 
occupied spaces, including offices where staff will spend 
8+ hours per day, the lobby where people are constantly 
coming and going
WEST: the west side of the building is landlocked by 
another building, so unfortunately this side of the 
building will not get any natural sunlight. This is a great 
area to implement other design features to compensate 
for the lack of natural light, including electric lights 
that change wavelength to support natural circadian 
rhythms, biophilic design (plants, natural colors and 
patterns, water feature) to compensate for the lack of 
outdoor exposure
NORTH: this side of the building has many windows 
but will recieve only indirect sunlight. These spaces will 
not be very bright but they will still have access to the 
outdoor environment and natural air. This is a good 
place to put spaces that don’t necessarily neeed to be 
brightly lit but would still benefit from acess to air  and 
the outdoors, such as the restaurant, gym, business 
center, etc.



AIR & WATER
well building standard 1: air - fundamental 
air quality (A01), smoke free environment 
(A02), ventliation effectiveness (A03), 
enhanced ventilation (A04), enhanced air 
quality (A05), operable windows (A06), air 
filtration (A12), VOC control (A13), microbe 
and mold control (A14) 

well building standard 2: water - provide 
access to drinking water without unpleasant 
taste, odor and appearance (W04); promote 
proper hydration through the consumption 
of drinking water over less healthy 
alternatives by promoting high quality 
drinking water accessibility (W06) 

living building challenge petal 2: water - 
create places that operate within the water 
balance of a given place and climate

living building challenge petal 4: health 
and happiness - create environments that 
optimize physical and psychological health 
and well being; Promote good indoor air 
quality and a healthy interior environment 
for project occupants; goal is to give 
occupants ample opportunites to connect 
with nature - project is evaluated on access 
to daylight, fresh air, along with access to 
nature 



NOURISHMENT
well building standard 3: nourishment - promote the consumption of fruits and vegetables by making fruits and vegetables easily accessible (N01); help 
individuals make informed food consumption choices through nutritional labeling and information (N02); improve dietary habits and eating behaviors 
and increase nutritional knowledge (N07); provide space and supportive amenities for the preparation of meals onsite (N10)
living building challenge petal 1: place - dedicate a portion of total project area to growing food



LIGHT
well building standard 4: light - provide access to indoor light exposure and light education (L01); provide visual comfort and enhance acuity for all users 
through electric lighting (L02); support circadian and psychological health through indoor daylight exposure and outdoor views (L05); support circadian 
health through interventions using electric lighting (L03); support circadian health through interventions using electric lighting (L07)
living building challenge petal 3: energy - treat energy as a precious resource and minimize energy related carbon emissions that contribute to climate 



MOVEMENT
well building standard 5: movement
promote daily physical activity and movement through the design of the circulation network (V03); encourage regular physical activity and exercise 
through no cost physical activity opportunities and education (V06) 
living building challenge petal 1: place
restoring a healthy interrelationship with nature; understanding where it is acceptable for people to build, how to protect and restore a place once it has 
been developed, and how to encourage the creation of communities that are once again based on the pedestrian rather than the automobile



THERMAL COMFORT & SOUND
well building standard 6: thermal comfort - ensure that the majority of the building users find the thermal environment acceptable (T01); Maximize and 
personalize thermal comfort among all individuals (T04); radiant thermal control (T05)
well building standard 7: sound - Incorporate strategic planning and mitigation required to prevent general
issues of acoustical disturbance from both externally and internally generated noise (S01)
living building challenge petal 6: equity - transform developments to foster a true, inclusive sense of community that is just and equitable regardless of 
an individual’s background, age, class, race, gender or sexual orientation 



MATERIAL
well building standard 8: material - reduce or eliminate human exposure to building materials known to be hazardous (X01); Minimize the impact of 
hazardous volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds (VOCs and SVOCs) on indoor air quality (X10); minimize the impact of slow-emitting and fast-
emitting volatile organic compounds (VOCs) on indoor air quality (X11, X12)
living building challenge petal 5: material - support local communities and businesses, while minimizing transportation impacts; foster a transparent 
materials economy free of toxins and harmful chemicals on the Red List; support sustainable extraction of materials



MIND & COMMUNITY
well building standard 9: mind - support occupant well-being by incorporating the natural environment through interior and exterior design (M02); 
have a plan in place and resources available in the case of an acute opioid emergency (M15); support access to spaces that promote restoration and 
relief from mental fatigue or stress (M07); support employee well-being by providing opportunities for recovery and restoration through micro- and 
macrobreaks from the workplace (M06)
well building standard 10: community - promote a deeper understanding of factors that impact human health and well-being (C01); provide spaces and 
policies that encourage and support breastfeeding (C09); provide bathrooms that support the needs of all individuals (C14)
living building challenge petal 7: beauty- connect teams and occupants with the benefits of biophilia and incorporate meaningful biophilic design 
elements into the project; explore how the project will be transformed by incorporating nature through environmental features, light and space, and 
natural shapes and forms



VIGNETTE: SLEEPING ROOMS



VIGNETTE: RESTAURANT



VIGNETTE: GUEST BATHROOM



DESIGN DEVELOPMENT - FIRST FLOOR



DESIGN DEVELOPMENT - SECOND FLOOR



MATERIAL SELECTIONS - MATERIAL CONNEXION

Teragren™ Xcora™ Naturals Bamboo Flooring 
Flooring boards, comprised of the dense fiber from mature bamboo stalks. By combining bamboo fiber that has been 
treated with a variety of natural colorations, including caramelizing the sugars in the bamboo with an autoclaving pro-
cess, a unique visual effect has been achieved. Additionally the combination process increases durability and abrasion 
resistance over that of hard wood, 160% stronger than oak. The bottom 10 feet of the bamboo stalk, called culm, is 
used; this portion is the strongest part of the bamboo plant. The culm is shredded and mixed with a proprietary ad-
hesive, then placed into molds and hot pressed under 2000+ tons of pressure. After pressing the sheets are removed 
from their molds, dried in steam-heated rooms, then cut into blanks before being milled into board profiles

DuraSoy ONE Paint & Primer 
High performance, bio-based paint and primer whose precursors are derived from soy. This acrylic emulsion is VOC- 
and solvent- free, odorless and the mineral filler forms a tougher film and better ‘hide’, is 100% recycled and crystal-
line silica free. The paint is applied in the same manner as comparable acrylic paints including, brush, roller or spray. 
The emulsion is sold in 1 gallon (1 L) can, 5 gallon (19 L) pail or as a 55 gallon (208 L) drum. 1200 palette colors options 
are offered in velvet and semi gloss sheen options. The velvet is optimal to hide imperfections in the wall and provides 
easy cleaning. 

Alt Zahna Tiles
Unglazed ceramic stoneware for flooring and wall surfaces. These tiles offer a very wide range of sizes, shapes, pat-
terns and colors, in tiles that are stain, impact, heat and frost resistant. They are also resistant to wearing, scoring or 
scratching, are suitable for anti-static and under-floor heating applications and can be used for areas that are exposed 

to chemical spills or hygiene sensitive areas.

Below is a selection of the materials that would occupy the hotel. These materials were specifically selected based on their sustainable and green 
properties from Material ConneXion. Each of these materials has a Seal of Excellence. A full catalog of materials is available in “Sustainable Sourcing” 
assignment.


